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A library application for digital books 
for touch devices and personal computers. 
The library organizes the user’s books in a 
visual-informative way and reflects the user’s 
attributes as a reader.

Default display mode presents your library 
inventory (number of books, writers, genres 
and languages in your collection) and 
provides an easy sorting and organization 
menu. 

The user can organize her/his library by 
genres, languages and almost any given 
parameter (such as: year of publication, 
publisher house etc.) and color code the 
books to distinguish between them by any 
preferable color customizable view.

The color driven and infographic nature of 
the library allows the user to follow her/his 
inventory history by genres, languages etc. 
and form an individual graphic identity as a 
reader. 

The colors the user chooses to color code, the 
parameters upon which the user chooses to 
color code by etc. All of these reflect in the 
background image of the library and create a 
unique “barcode” that distinguishes the user 
from others.
Another aspect of the app. is it’s ability to become a social application in which you can 
share your impressions with your friends and hand in hand read theirs. (Less developed 
feature in the project).

The app was designed in the Hebrew language for the Hebrew speaking user to allow full 
personalization. Moreover, the app follows the literary spirit by avoiding icons and images in 
all UI components.

Project link
Video link

About

https://www.behance.net/gallery/1884903/Library-application-for-digital-books
https://vimeo.com/27199447
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FLIPPED VIEW
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Language

Other (enter field)
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History

Flipped viewOther  |  Editor  |  Year  |  Publication  |  Language  |  Author  |  Title  |  Genre  |  All

Books

Authors

Genres

Languages

Each empty rectangle represents a book 
in the user’s inventory. 
The default view displays “colorless” 
books to allow the user to color code by 
preference.
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Color coding by parameters such as 
genres, languages, authors etc.

Sorting by AB orders, genres, languages 
and any other (free entry field).

Functionality

more Functionality > > >

COLOR CODING & SORTING

Color coding by genres

Sorting by genresSorting by genres and languageSorting by AB | Authors
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The ability to color code the inventory in 
the library allows the user to follow her/his 
reading history by genres, languages etc. 
and form an individual graphic identity as 
a reader.

Functionality

READING TREND

User’s inventory trend through July-November 2011 by genres.
Focusing on one of the genres highlights that genre’s trend individually. 

more Functionality > > >< < <
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In the AB view, the user can enter her/his 
remarks and impressions from the book.
Once turning the “Shared Library” view, 
the  user can view all his books which are 
shared with his friends and read their 
reviews and impressions.

Functionality

PERSONALIZATION & SHARING

more Functionality< < <

Library inventory view by AB sorting | Author - a table.
The user can enter her/his remarks and impressions from the book.

Once turning the “Shared Library” view, the  user can view all his books which are shared with 
his friends and read their reviews and impressions.

PERSONAL IMPRESSION
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The UI Components are inspired by the 
literary spirit. 
As such, UI elements, indicators and 
navigation are font originated and 
typography based.

In the design process most icon 
and image based UI standards were 
deliberately avoided and replaced by 
words and text.
(Scroll bars, color assignment UI, menu pane, search component, etc.)

UI Components

SCROLLER

FAVORITE 
INDICATION

SEARCH BAR

COLOR 
ASSIGNMENT 
MENU

Red

Green

Blue




